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ABSTRACT 

The present study attempts to identify the idea of movie-based promoting and quickly presents its 

development and prominence in the film industry. The advancements in the film-based marketing 

business throughout the years. It is very basic these days that the brands and varying media 

components of films are available in the movie theaters as well as on the racks of retailers too in 

different types of going with items. This paper plans to investigate the fundamental qualities of 

film related marketing and to consider the different sorts of picture exchange utilized by movie, 

their diverse type of appearances and their history and out the job promoting plays among alternate 

devices that are accessible to advance the arrival of another film.  

This has prompted an issue, or, in other words can see item position as something negative. Item 

arrangement upgrades watchers' capacity to perceive brands and items in the wake of viewing a 

movie, while the positions can be compatible or incongruent. This investigation looks at how mark 

acknowledgment is delivered and how harmoniousness of a situation can influence group of 

onlooker’s acknowledgment. In light of this, a contextual analysis was led with inserted units 

comprising of three center gatherings where the creators continued from a semi-organized meeting 

guide. The examination's outcome was that five variables; irritation, familiarity, lack of 

excitement, unnecessary and iconic can affect how mark acknowledgment is created, in view of 

the consequences of the center gatherings. The examination likewise brought about arrangements 

that are compatible to the group of onlookers are acknowledged, while non-tolerating situations 

are incongruent. A situation's compatibility is influenced by the components; hope and pertinence, 

saw fit and individual judgments, and plot association. 

Keywords: marketing, culture, merchandising, movie consumption, consumer, product 

placement, congruence, brand recognition, audience acceptance. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The term promoting is for the most part utilized in three methodologies: as a procedure (which 

means each procedure that intends to effectively bring another item into retailing), as a type of 

offers in retail (particularly for the sellers of expansive amounts of quick moving purchaser 

products) and as the mass promoting of scholarly items. The last interpretation can be associated 

with the term ‘image transfer’ as well, when product lines are built around certain intellectual 

properties (like theatrical movies, television shows etc.). 

The promoting procedure works brilliantly on account of motion pictures. One may effortlessly 

discover the toy figures of current energized films in the children feast contributions of cheap food 

chains however it is similarly prone to keep running into film related gifts in boxes of breakfast 

cereal or discover pictures of characters on garments, discover them in a diverse arrangement like 

books or videogames or even essential foodstuff – at the same time taking care of business the 

dramatic films to be full scale promoting efforts where the essential objective is to include 

everybody in devouring. 

Merchandise can be characterized as items dependent on movie, characters or pictures that are 

planned, created, and advertised for direct deal, and not associated with set up items or 

administrations. Promoting can be thought of as the mechanical demonstration of making or 

offering an item dependent on a copyrighted property. 

There is a to a great degree wide assortment of film-based stock, including things dependent on a 

particular motion picture, character, or topic, or continuous movie characters and subjects. While 

there has been a solid accentuation on youngsters’ toys, amusements and different things (lunch 

boxes, school supplies, et cetera), and on computer games, other motion picture based stock 

incorporates home goods (tickers, towels, bedding, mugs, phones), apparel, adornments, stationery 

things, print material, food (especially cereals and candy), and decorations (such as Christmas 

ornaments). 

There are likewise other, more surprising, less mass-created things that occasionally go with (or 

pursue) motion picture discharges, including “craftsmanship objects, for example, prints, models, 

artistic figures, and activity sets. For example, in 2005 one could buy models of the greater part of 

the characters from Lord of the Rings, including a bronze statue of Gandalf for around $6,500. 

Other stock depends on the Hollywood stars (for example, items with pictures with Marilyn 

Monroe and James Senior member are abundant), or nonexclusive film or studio topics. Without 

a doubt, a large number of the majors highlight studio visits, finish with very much supplied 

blessing shops offering an extensive variety of stock including their natural corporate logos. 

Film-based promoting can be seen as a major aspect of the expansion of commercialization in 

Hollywood, the increment in vivified highlights, and the rerelease and changing of movies with 

promptly identifiable, continuous characters and topics (or establishments). Be that as it may, this 

kind of movement likewise is a piece of a bigger, broader marketing and permitting pattern. For 

example, whole TV projects and characters—particularly those went for kids—are an undeniable 

and predominant type of promoting, while sports groups and players, heroes, and melodic 

gatherings have long chronicles of authorizing and marketing exercises. 
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Entertainment licensing in the promoting business has been affected by the development of stock 

dependent on different kinds of properties, there is little inquiry, as per numerous specialists that 

film authorizing keeps on commanding the authorizing market. Entertainment licensing is likewise 

the most focused sort of stock business, with only a couple of expansive players (the real motion 

picture studios and broadcasting organizations, for example, Disney, Fox, and Viacom) ruling the 

permitting movement. 

Origin of Movie Merchandise Market 

On one hand the results of marketing can be fit into the conventional specialized tools of films, 

among publications, trailers (mysteries, television spots and so on.), generation pictures 

(promotion shoots, film stills and so on.) and electronic materials. Then again in light of its jobs 

made reference to in the presentation, marketing means to go well beyond the basic demonstration 

of promotion. 

While the root of current marketing can be followed back the distance to the nineteenth century 

while talking about its advancement furthermore, efficient utilize it is more typical to note Walt 

Disney as the primary pioneer of the field. He was most certainly not just the first to pitch the 

rights to utilize his character, Mickey Mouse on the front of a note pad for 300 US dollars (USD), 

in 1929, however through the procuring of Kay Kamen in 1932 he made a much more noteworthy 

commitment to later progressions. In the next years, Kamen – who is frequently referred to as the 

“”father figure of modern licensing” – raised the quantity of items bearing the Mickey Mouse 

character to over one thousand. A short time later advancement blasted rapidly, among the different 

energized also, comic book related picture exchanges it ought to be noticed that by the late fifties 

many surely understood identities (originating from the fields of diversion and films or even with 

political foundations) have likewise begun to give their name and similarity to items, for the most 

part to apparel lines. 

In the seventies and eighties, they effectively set up full on promoting frameworks for the 

unmistakable motion pictures furthermore, their driving characters (like Star Wars, E.T. the Extra 

Terrestrial or Rambo). The development of income was critical too, while the promoting division 

of Disney had an income of 27 million USD in 1978, just a single year later Kenner Items 

effectively beat 100 million by offering items dependent on the characters of Star Wars. 

By the nineties promoting was not just observed as an extra mean to pick up income (“on the 

sides”), be that as it may, as a completely swore thing in the films spending proposition. This thus 

squeezed the studio officials to make more gainful assertions in the ventures dependent on 

authorizing. The 1994 arrival of Disney’s blockbuster The Lion King was a point of reference in 

such manner as in addition to the fact that it reached a residential film industry consequence of 

422 million USD, yet additionally made 1.5 billion through deals made in retail marketing. Or on 

the other hand we can think about the late 1989 arrival of Warner Brothers’ Batman which made 

such prevalence for the dark T-shirts with the Batman logo, that made a deficiency of dark Shirts 

through and through in the entire apparel industry for some time. Another significant point of 

reference deserving of notice is the 1997 arrival of the primary Harry Potter, which among the 

huge accomplishment of the book and film arrangement likewise increased genuine consideration 

in the field of marketing too. It served fundamentally as a subject to toys, videogames and outfits 
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however they even constructed an entire amusement stop with respect to the ‘Wizarding Universe 

of Harry Potter’ in the United States. 

 

First Mickey Mouse Merchandise for Kids       

 

First Lines of Star Wars: The Force Awakens Merchandise Unveiled 

 

TYPES OF MOVIE MERCHANDISE 

Marketing might be appropriate in all business handle that are dependent on commercial and is 

known to be exceptionally productive. It ought to be noted however that as a rule the different 

characters, well known people or brand marks are not utilized by the first expectation of their 

makers. The items, administrations and brands made from these genuine characters and film may 

have extensive variety (as in, one must acknowledge the fundamental idea of what The Lion King’s 
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Simba is doing on an espresso mug), in the accompanying we will introduce the principle regions 

of utilization for motion picture promoting. 

1.Entertainment Products and Services: This was really the simple first appearance of 

promoting on account of Hungary, through an eatery astutely named after The Flinstones’ lead 

character, Fred (they even had nourishments on the menu alluding the characters, similar to “Fred’s 

top choice” and “Barney’s goodies”). Other examples include the Walt Disney Park and Resorts, 

incorporating amusement stops in Japan, China, France and the Assembled States. We can likewise 

list the majority of the amusement items that depend on film, be it book adjustments (like the Star 

Wars novelization, or to some degree the reprints of books that existed well before their film 

partner, however this time with spreads and symbolism utilizing stills of the movie, as they did 

with the Lord of the Rings set of three), comic books, age limited computer games and unique 

movie soundtracks. 

 
Disney Park and Resort 

2.Products Aimed for Children: Among the items and administrations that are made in light of 

the more young category we should feature the different toy figures (action figures, vehicles etc.), 

computer game adjustments, garments (ensembles and every day garments alike), stationery items 

(simply think about the different sorts of note pads, pens, pencils, school sacks and so forth with 

cartoon film symbolism on them) and foodstuff. 
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Marvel Merchandise for Kids 

 

3. Sportswear and Accessories: While the organizations behind sportswear and adornments are 

essentially concentrating on universal competitors and groups to underwrite their items, in specific 

cases they likewise utilize films for premise of their advancement. Models for this are the 2015 

Nike campaign that dependent on the shoes prophesized in the Back to the Future film series (in 

the 1989 film the main characters went through time into 2015. 

 

Nike shoes inspired from Back to the Future Movie 

4.Gifts and Decoration: Regularly film related blessing things went for grown-ups, like 

sculptures, exhibition figures and accessories belong in this category. Even by the last Christmas 

season and taking a look at the items identified with the Star Wars establishment we can see a wide 

range of items like wristwatches, show planes, cooking gloves, electric razors, telephone cases and 

numerous other intriguing merchandise all connected into the blockbuster motion picture 

arrangement somehow. 

 

Star Wars Christmas Ornaments 
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5.Apparel and Fashion: Apparel and fashion things, the people, makers and brands reputation to 

be particularly featured as wearing these items can be viewed as a kind of expressive utilization, 

which raises the significance of what they are wearing to the customers also. A significant number 

of the present movie began array (be it T-shirts, caps and so on.) are particularly generally 

welcomed as the new trend. 

MOVIE MERCHANDISING PROCESS 

Film makers and wholesalers once in a while make film-related items themselves, yet permit the 

privilege to pitch these items to different organizations (called licensees). In many examples there 

is no hazard to the maker or wholesaler (the licensor) on the grounds that the licensee brings about 

all assembling and dissemination costs. The maker/wholesaler regularly gets a development 

installment for every item, and in addition sovereignty installments, frequently somewhere in the 

range of 5 and 10 percent of gross incomes from deals to retailers (at the end of the day, the 

discount cost). In the event that the film does not succeed and the items don’t offer, the maker is 

in charge of the misfortune. 

The proprietors of licensable film properties are regularly the real film studios. Unique authorizing 

divisions regularly are composed to deal with the organization’s very own copyrighted properties, 

and once in a while those claimed by others also, for instance, Warner’s Licensing Corporation of 

America (LCA) and Disney’s Consumer Products division. In any case, much littler fruitful film 

makers at times end up engaged with authorizing, as spoken to by Lucas film Licensing. Studios’ 

incomes from stock fluctuate extraordinarily relying upon the movies discharged in any one year. 

Be that as it may, these organizations have genuine interests in marketing and buyer merchandise, 

as shown by the $2.5 billion incomes revealed by Disney’s Consumer Products division in 2004, 

and the 3,700 dynamic licensees taken care of by Warner Bros. Purchaser Products division. 

The significant studios understand that not exclusively can the offer of film related items create 

generous income, however the presales of marketing rights can now and again add to a film’s 

generation spending plan, as on account of Lord of the Rings, when 10 percent of the financial 

plan for the set of three was evidently raised by pitching rights to computer games, toys, and stock 

organizations. Furthermore, these items can be valuable in advancing movies and accordingly 

motion picture based stock is regularly part of the gigantic, composed limited time battles 

frequently began a very long time before a film’s discharge. Commonly, 40 percent of film 

merchandise is sold before a film is discharged. 

In spite of the fact that film related merchandise frequently is normal, items dependent on movies 

are some of the time considered hazardous for merchandisers, as they eventually may not be 

effective and regularly have short life expectancy. Licensees may need to go out on a limb at first 

by sinking cash into a film that isn’t finished (or now and again not by any means began). Then 

again, a studio may need to change a discharge date, particularly to agree with the lucrative 

Christmas season or to dodge other contending films. 

Thus, for some films, authorizing speaks to a potential wellspring of salary to film organizations 

and merchandisers. The potential promoting bonanza speaks to sizable benefits as offers of stock 

authorized from films keep on developing. 
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MOVIE MERCHANDISING PROCESS 

Film makers and wholesalers once in a while make film-related items themselves, yet permit the 

privilege to pitch these items to different organizations (called licensees). In many examples there 

is no hazard to the maker or wholesaler (the licensor) on the grounds that the licensee brings about 

all assembling and dissemination costs. The maker/wholesaler regularly gets a development 

installment for every item, and in addition sovereignty installments, frequently somewhere in the 

range of 5 and 10 percent of gross incomes from deals to retailers (at the end of the day, the 

discount cost). In the event that the film does not succeed and the items don’t offer, the maker is 

in charge of the misfortune. 

The proprietors of licensable film properties are regularly the real film studios. Unique authorizing 

divisions regularly are composed to deal with the organization’s very own copyrighted properties, 

and once in a while those claimed by others also, for instance, Warner’s Licensing Corporation of 

America (LCA) and Disney’s Consumer Products division. In any case, much littler fruitful film 

makers at times end up engaged with authorizing, as spoken to by Lucas film Licensing. Studios’ 

incomes from stock fluctuate extraordinarily relying upon the movies discharged in any one year. 

Be that as it may, these organizations have genuine interests in marketing and buyer merchandise, 

as shown by the $2.5 billion incomes revealed by Disney’s Consumer Products division in 2004, 

and the 3,700 dynamic licensees taken care of by Warner Bros. Purchaser Products division. 

The significant studios understand that not exclusively can the offer of film related items create 

generous income, however the presales of marketing rights can now and again add to a film’s 

generation spending plan, as on account of Lord of the Rings, when 10 percent of the financial 

plan for the set of three was evidently raised by pitching rights to computer games, toys, and stock 

organizations. Furthermore, these items can be valuable in advancing movies and accordingly 

motion picture based stock is regularly part of the gigantic, composed limited time battles 

frequently began a very long time before a film’s discharge. Commonly, 40 percent of film 

merchandise is sold before a film is discharged. 

In spite of the fact that film related merchandise frequently is normal, items dependent on movies 

are some of the time considered hazardous for merchandisers, as they eventually may not be 

effective and regularly have short life expectancy. Licensees may need to go out on a limb at first 

by sinking cash into a film that isn’t finished (or now and again not by any means began). Then 

again, a studio may need to change a discharge date, particularly to agree with the lucrative 

Christmas season or to dodge other contending films. 

Thus, for some films, authorizing speaks to a potential wellspring of salary to film organizations 

and merchandisers. The potential promoting bonanza speaks to sizable benefits as offers of stock 

authorized from films keep on developing. 

MOVIE MERCHANDISE MARKET IN INDIA 

In India, we have an individual-or-maker overwhelmed film industry while Hollywood works on 

‘studio’ design as a corporate unit. Be that as it may, now the idea of film marketing is getting on 

in the Indian film industry as well.  
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The majority of the huge standard movies these days have been thinking of film merchandise to 

enhance their advertising procedures. Also, on the off chance that you believe that the training is 

something new, you are mixed up. The idea of motion picture promoting existed in Bollywood as 

right on time as 1973, when the Rishi-Dimple featured film, Bobby, was discharged. Around then, 

fans could purchase barrettes and pins worn by Dimple Kapadia. Mr Govind Shrikhande, Customer 

Care Associate and CEO, Shopper’s Stop, says, “It is hard to pinpoint the introduction of motion 

picture promoting. In any case, over the most recent couple of years, as form has cut over all age 

gatherings, film marketing has turned out to be more main stream. It is certainly more main stream 

globally for child’s films.” Movies have a substantial task to carry out in our lives. They influence 

our feelings through music, stories and in addition the main stars. Film stars likewise have huge 

and immense effects on mold and way of life of the mass. In the event that one thinks back in the 

history, Dev Anand’s haircut and in addition top, Sadhana’s trimmed hairdo, Asha Parekh’s hair 

bun, Rajesh Khanna’s kurtas, Neetu Singh’s chime bottoms, Jeetendra’s tight jeans had every one 

of the an enduring impact on mold adherents. The purple sari that Madhuri Dixit wore in Hum 

Aapke Hain Kaun apparently sold more than a million pieces in the dark market. 

Diwali 2007’s exceptional present for all film sweethearts, Om Shanti Om under the pennant of 

Red Chillies Entertainment Pvt Ltd and Saawariya under Sony Pictures Entertainment (SPE) Films 

are incredible explanations behind enjoyments. Moviemakers have not left any stone unturned to 

make their movies a win. Film promoting is such an exertion, to the point that these moviemakers 

have settled on at a substantial scale. Sony Pictures Entertainment (SPE) Films has tied up with 

Indian retail gaint Future Group to advance its first Hindi movie adventure Saawariya, coordinated 

by Sanjay Leela Bhansali. So also, Red Chillies Entertainment has tie-up with Shopper’s Stop for 

the advancement of Om Shanti Om. The new kind of movie producers is innovative, showcasing 

sagacious, sees the whole world as their market and is changing the guidelines. They are likewise 

starting to take a gander at stock genuinely and some have just had a sensible level of achievement. 

 

 

CONCLUSION 

This research study has discussed and established the acceptability of product placement as a 

marketing communications method. This research study also has discussed product placement as 

a marketing communications method. There was good awareness about product placement practice 

among viewers Product placement communications are, according to research results, recognized 

and recalled at higher rates. As per the result of analysis product placement is a good 

communication medium when audience attitudes are concerned. Respondents have positive 

attitude toward product placement practice in Hindi movies and that result in greater acceptance 

of product placement practice in Hindi films. Respondents don't mind if brand names appear in 

Movies and producers receive money from manufacturers for placing their brands in Movie. 

This research study has discussed and established the acceptability of product placement as a 

marketing communications method. This research study also has discussed product placement as 

a marketing communications method. There was good awareness about product placement practice 

among viewers Product placement communications are, according to research results, recognized 

and recalled at higher rates. 

 

In  conclusion,  the  major  contributions  of  the  paper  have  been  outlined  especially  in 

reconciling  the limited  literatures  on  product  placements,  particularly  in  the area  of  new 
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media. By investigating the domain systematically, a new definition of product placement is 

proposed. Thus, a coherency between product placement and  the contemporary advertising world 

is established. However, new media types have increased the power of consumers as producers of 

content instead of mere passive consumers of advertising. A valuable theme for future  research  

entails  investigating  the  role  of  product/brand  placements  as  content, particularly in the areas 

of new media types such as blogs, social media and interactive games (Olsen & Lanseng, 2012). 

Of interest are characteristics and how consumers utilize various media types. This  will  enable a  

better understanding  of how  product placement  will work more efficiently. The ultimate objective 

of these studies will be to illuminate managerial and practical implications for advertisers and 

brands for the effective use of product placement. 
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